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TECH IS BOOMING IN RETAIL

As Millennials and Gen Z shoppers are gaining a larger share of the consumer  
footprint, retail is changing to meet their expectation of more technology-driven, 
self-service solutions. 

We’re seeing this change drive tremendous growth in kiosks, self-checkouts and 
pickup lockers in retail and other industries like hospitality.

If you’re in the business of creating technology for these solutions, it is a great time 
to be you! Opportunities are abounding.

We at Pan-Oston want to be a partner in your success.

We’ve discovered that many tech companies aren’t using domestic suppliers for their 
fixture manufacturing. This causes lead time issues for their customers in addition to 
higher freight costs and tariff charges that aren’t fun to absorb. It also excludes them 
from the bids of companies that are now requiring domestic suppliers.

This is where we come in. 

We want to be your integrated solution provider of choice, an ally in your objective 
to create a superior product for the end user.  

FIVE KEY REASONS WE’RE BEST FOR THE JOB...
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ENGINEERING CAPABILITIES

We’ve been an industry-leader in the retail fixture industry for over 50 years. During this 
time we’ve become a long-standing supplier partner for some of the nation’s largest 
retailers, grocers and c-stores and have gained a wealth of knowledge on designing 
fixtures that are cost-effective, stylish, functional and serviceable.

We’ve also been in the self-service technology industry for over 20 years and were the 
first company to deploy the bank note recycler (BNR) in the retail environment in 2008.

What sets us apart from our competitors is our ability to design custom fixtures.

We aren’t limited to a standard, off-the-shelf product. We can work with your team to 
conceptualize, design and manufacture a product that will highlight the end user’s 
unique brand.
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2 MANUFACTURING CAPACITY

Not only do we have the ability to conceptualize and design a custom product, but we 
can also manufacture a prototype for testing. Once the proto is approved, the design can 
be scaled into a rollout schedule. We can handle rollouts for both large, national chains 
and smaller, regional companies.

With over 305,000 square feet in manufacturing space along with a 60,000 square foot 
distribution center and a 60,000 square foot technology center, we’ve got the capacity and  
resources to handle rollouts for both large, national chains and smaller, regional companies.

Our manufacturing capabilities include sheet metal fabrication, powder coat painting, 
assembly, hardware integration, cabling and wiring, and software installation and testing.

3 EMBEDDED HARDWARE PROGRAM

Another capability that makes us unique is hardware integration. We call this our 
Embedded Hardware Program. 

You send us your hardware and we provide any needed supplementary devices.  
Once the equipment is delivered, our integration team will install it into the fixtures. 

This program is designed to add an extra layer of value to our customers by eliminating 
the trouble and cost involved with hiring maintenance techs to integrate hardware on-site. 

It also significantly shortens the downtime required for installs.

By integrating the hardware, we can drop ship a turn-key solution directly to your customer.
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SERIAL NUMBER TRACKING

When you’ve deployed tech hardware into the field, how easy is it to identify the serial 
numbers needed for filing warranty claims? 

It’s usually much more difficult than it needs to be.

We can help streamline your warranty processes by offering serial number tracking 
through our Embedded Hardware Program.

Hardware with serial numbers will be scanned and associated with a unique serial 
number assigned to each completed fixture.

Our integrated units will then be shipped with a summary sheet listing all associated 
serial numbers as well as MAC/IP addresses if requested, making this information easily 
accessible for your team.
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5 DOMESTIC LOCATION

There are companies within the retail and hospitality industries that will only  
purchase from domestic suppliers, and working with international manufacturers  
could prevent you from being considered in their bids.

Pan-Oston products are proudly made in the USA. 

Working with us will cut down on the lead times, shipping costs and tariffs 
involved with overseas suppliers and will allow you to bid for business with  
companies that only purchase domestically.

I’M INTERESTED. WHAT ARE MY NEXT STEPS?

Request a consultation with us today and one of our team members will get in touch 
with you to begin preliminary discussions.  

You can also reach us by phone at 1-800-210-2302.

We look forward to working with you!

https://selfservice.panoston.com
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